


Terra Migaki Design was born from the cultural 
exchange between Italy-Europe and Japan in 
order to promote green architecture with a 
special attention on the development of earth 
construction techniques.
The organization of workshops held by magister 
artis and italian and japanese professionals 
starting in 2015, has developed with the 
promotion of events during the fuorisalone 
2016-2017.
Further enrichment to this project was carried 
out by means of cultural trips and seminars in 
several italian and japanese towns, such as the 
presentation at the last science festival in 
Genoa.

TMD is composed by different events, such as:

Design Competition
Expositions
Workshops
Laboratories
Shows
Conferences
Japan Trip
Brief History

Terra Migaki Design

Earth for contemporary design
土の意匠  



Competition



Following the previous editions, TMD is 
launching a new call for the international earth 
design competition in 2018,
aimed at finding an innovative use of earth as 
main material in green design. 
Designers and earth specialists are invited to 
participate.



Exhibitions



The TMD18 exhibitions, beside presenting the 
projects and prototypes of the international 
competition, will also display materials, tools 
and photos regarding green design, raw earth 
handicrafts and japanese culture.
This year the theme of the exhibition will be 
“make” through practical demonstrations of 
japanese and european craftspeople.



Workshop



The TMD18 exhibitions, beside presenting the 
projects and prototypes of the international 
competition, will also display materials, tools 
and photos regarding green design, raw earth 
handicrafts and japanese culture.
This year the theme of the exhibition will be 
“make” through practical demonstrations of 
Japanese and European craftspeople.



Laboratories
for young people



EARTH PAINTING

DORODANGO
Polished Earth Spheres

BUILD WITH EARTH
Mini-Adobe

SENSORIAL 
EXPERIENCE



Shows



The TMD18 exhibitions, beside presenting the 
projects and prototypes of the international 
competition, will also display materials, tools 
and photos regarding green design, raw earth 
handicrafts and japanese culture.
This year the theme of the exhibition will be 
“make” through practical demonstration events 
of japanese and european magister artis.



Conferences



The program of the conferences will start 
in february with the presentation of the 
international design competition and the 
TMD18 events at the Fuorisalone 2018
And will terminate with the convention 
dedicated to the design competition awards



Japan Trip



Visit Japan with TMD18 and discover its earth 
architecture.



Brief History
2015.10

Japanese Earth Finishes Workshop
Milan - Fabbrica del Vapore

ANAB, Sochikusya

2016.11
Japanese Earth Finishes Workshop

Misterbianco (CT)
ANAB, Sochikusya, Guglielmino

2016.11
Japanese Earth Finishes Workshop

Tourin
ANAB, Sochikusya

2017.02
Conference: “The Design of Nature”

Milan - Urban Center
MiMa

2017.09
Events @Ex Fadda Urban Lab 

S. Vito dei Normanni (BR)
MADEINTERRA

2017.09
Japanese Earth Finishes Workshop

Granara Ecological Village
ALEKOSLAB, Sochikusya

2017.09
Science Festival

Genova
GEN, Festival della Scienza

2016.11
CULTURAL TRIP TO JAPAN
Japan
GEN, Sochikusya

2016.04
FUORISALONE EVENTS
Milan - Fabbrica del Vapore
ANAB, Sochikusya, GEN, MiMa

2017.04
FUORISALONE EVENTS
Milan - Fabbrica del Vapore
ALEKOSLAB, Sochikusya, MiMa

2018.04
FUORISALONE EVENTS
Milan - Cascina Cuccagna
ALEKOSLAB, Sochikusya



TMD 2018
www.terramigakidesign.com

 @terramigakidesign


